
NOTES 
Prometheus and the wedge: 

text and staging at Aeschylus, PV 54-81* 

H4 Kcd 8i irp6Xe'tpx NyW&xa 6epKCeaO m n6pcL. 
KP. Pock6v vuv 6ji4i XEpoiv t'yicpatet a8tev 55 

xataofpt Oedvew, narWa6WXwe, irpg ntcET(t;. 
HF. REpcdvvrxT 6t Koi) wxt=i Totpyov T66e. 
KP. txpaYatE g.XXov, o4yyFe, g7jt&cg.t Xf6(x. 

6eitv6 y'tp EibpEiv ic&4 6cgi.riX6cvcv n6pov. 
H4D. 6papev '6e y' 6)Xtvri &uacKXbT0)tx. 60 
KP. icczi -n'v& vuv lL6pntxoov &'CaoaoX ), tvct 

g6ct0iit UOOUTTaZf &V At6; vW0OcYTEPO;. 
H1D. ltXfv Tot)6' &V o0)6Ei8 6V&KO) giJCxvrf 6 giot. 
KP. 6c6cjxavT1vo) vijv a4niv6; aTh60x6ri yv6t0ov 

TTt~pvwv 8tig6Otc(x( YxYaa6x'' tppoj.Mvo;. 65 
H4D. OLtai Hpogltb0CA, OCv 'nMepOTMv O ni6vwv. 
KP. ai) 6' ctL KcXTolveti; TdGv At6; T' tX0p6v Tirep 

(YTvt S;. 6rW); gx?( o(XvrTv ot"KTtw EiroE. 
H4D. 6p6tt; 0&Xg(Ct 651xTNXTOV 6gtacnv; 
KP. 6p6 icUpoi5vTa Tr6v6E T6v blc0tlftfv. 70 

txXh' 6jot~i iXeiupaxi; ga X iazTTp(x; 6LxE. 
H(D. 6pXv tctit' 6Cv(yicrj W i6 v 'YKic0Xn' &CyOcv. 
KP. h g.fv KcEXL)aO) ic&ikt Owft l' ) ye X p6;. 

X6)PEt K6CT0, cKOrj & KdiPK&XTOV P(bt. 
H4D. Kxl 6~ ict7p(xiKtWt Tot)ppv 0) gatCot nr6vont. 75 
KP. tpp(ogtv(o; viv OEivE 6t6T0p01); 7&6a;, 

60; o0ir0rtwitgiT YE T6V F-P'yOv p{Xf);. 
HD. Ojioux t0opofl yX6xa6C Y OI jp)i5ebTt. 
KP. ot goX0Oocoo, T?v 6' 'tflv c6ia8ctv 

6pyfj; TE TpaXUTy T X tfVt [ ixo~ j.tot. 80 
HD. (YTEiXo0)uEV , d6~ )i6Xo0inV 6Cg0iPXrirTP' EXER. 

54 xV6cjXtu M 
55 PA3tv Pearson, viv Blaydes: Xc46v vtv Q (vtv 

et 1) 
59 Tc6pom; sch. Ar. (ex Ar.): Trp6ntov OxLc 
60 h8t5 M, 18t Rc, r'M D 

68WYE?XT(o; Orus (cod.) 
61 vi5v Q 
64 vuv Blaydes 
66 1i6oaT~vW M"2O 
67 6' obv QcX 

69-70 6p6...6p6ct; Briggs (6p(b in 69 iam Bourdelot) 
71 2tXcup6; 0 Ct 
73 Wy] & B + 6: oc OK 
75 XPv'ovo 0 + X 
76 vuv Blaydes 
77 t6v6' Blaydes 
78 6btoix Nc ji yxpfeatx x Q2K 
80 tpaXriOTq,T proparox. fere Q (OpQofi>- K + XR Eust. 

Macr.): corr. Dind.' 

* A version of this paper was read to the Greek Drama 
Conference held at the University of Canterbury, Christchurch, 
in February 1992. 1 am grateful to those who made comments 
on that occasion, and to others who commented on various 
versions, notably my colleague Dr M.J. Apthorp, Mr E. Flintoff 
of Leeds University and the JHS referee. 

The text is as printed in M.L. West, Aeschyli tragoediae 
(Stuttgart 1990). I would prefer to keep vwv in line 55 and to 
punctuate with a full stop at the end of line 69. It appears from 
the critical apparatus that the use of the wedge at lines 64-65 
has not given rise to serious doubts about the text. In proposing 
the emendation recorded on lines 69-70 (CJ 3 (1811) 77) T. 
Briggs merely observes that he would supplement the change 

At the start of the play Prometheus is brought on 
stage by two agents of Zeus, Kratos and Bia. He is to be 
fastened up against the side of a rock and exposed to the 
elements. Hephaestus, who enters with the others, is to 
provide the tackle and the skills to do the job. Hephaes- 
tus shows extreme reluctance to perform his duties, both 
in his initial utterances (17-21, 39-54) and during the 
actual process of fastening, particularly when dealing 
with the chest (66) and legs (78); Kratos, however, 
browbeats him brutally, at which Hephaestus acknowl- 
edges that he has no choice and obeys. 

The chaining process progresses from arms to chest 
to legs, and it is noteworthy that there is a similar 
structure in the treatment of the arms and of the legs. In 
each case Kratos issues an initial command (55-6, 74), 
to which Hephaestus responds with an expression 
indicating compliance (57, 75). Then Kratos gives a 
further command, demanding that the bonds be made 
still more secure (58 and 61, 76-77), which is followed 
by a second expression indicating compliance from 
Hephaestus (60 and 63, 81). The sequence, varying only 
in that the two arms are given separate treatment and in 
that Hephaestus vainly protests at the severity of the 
treatment of the legs (78-80), is thus essentially as 
follows: 'Do it.' 'Done.' 'Make it firmer.' 'Done.' 

The same sequence is observed in connection with 
the chest too, but with an important departure. The 
initial command is given at lines 64-65: 'Now with all 
your force peg the unyielding jaw of a steel wedge right 
through his chest.' Hephaestus protests and is further 
threatened (66-68) before indicating compliance at line 
69: 'The grim sight is there for you to see.' Now Kratos 
issues a further command: 'Put the chest-bands round his 
ribs.' And in response Hephaestus utters a second 
expression of compliance: 'I have no choice, don't keep 
telling me.' If one compares this sequence with that 
employed in connection with arms and legs, it is immed- 
iately clear that in those two cases the further command 
requires intensification of the shackling, whereas here 
the further command is much milder. After 'Drive a 
wedge through his chest' the command to put bands 
round his ribs can only be an extraordinary anticlimax. 
Formally the sequence of command, compliance, further 
command and further compliance is observed, but the 
further command no longer requires that the bonds be 
made more secure. It is as if the further command about 
the chest-bands should be the initial command, and the 
initial command about the wedge, reinforced by protesta- 
tions and threats, should be the further command. As it 
is, we have not merely a schematic anomaly but a 
remarkable enfeebling of dramatic impact. The wedge 
should surely follow the chest-bands. 

The desired coincidence of formal paitem and 
dramatic climax can be obtained by the transposition of 
lines 72, 73, 71, in that order, to follow line 62. The 
passage will then run like this: 

HO Kml 6i It p6Xetpx W6cXi(x 5tpKF-ea l iXtn6pe. 
KP. paX6v vuv 6'tgi Xepaiv tyKpotei cet0v&- 

xatmnfpt Oc-ivE, ic(x(T(yWxuE irpb; ctrpcxat;. 
H4D. 7E-pOCtvezCat 6 KO) .XT(Xat to'tpyov t66e. 

55 

already proposed for line 69 by reading 6p(xi; in tine 70, but 
he gives no reason for his suggestion. 
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KP. &paao? taUk,ov, a)iyyE, [irlagit X&ca- 
i&tv6s; yap e?ptiv K6t a6qut/avvov t6opov. 

HW. &pap?v f6? y? bvrN 5oV?cKX6T)t`o. 60 
KP. Kcai tTfv6 vuv to6pnaoov &ao(AX6(, tva 61 

gi6crht aoq)tofS; {v A1it6 vO0GcTepo;. 62 
HO. 5pav TaxTcf' 6avyicr- qtriv lyicKt)' &yaXv. 72 
KP. 1 gCfv iK??ccto Kic6cn oo04o 7? ip6;. 73 

akk' 6tgti c)t paiS; gaoCtaXotia pa; P6X. 71 
HOQ. 7iXfkv Toi)' &v oi6d; v6iKco); t,talt T o6 ot. 63 
KP. a6balavTvou vbv covrvo; aci)a6t q yvatov 64 

ojTpvcov 6algn6c rcaao&XO)u' ppcogvwo;. 65 
HO. aiai npogrT0?e, aov x?poT?Vtv o TC6VCoV. 
KP. Y) 6' al c KaToKv?iC; TCDv At6; T' Z 0p6cv i)T?p 

oTv?tS' 6itcoS; tfl aucbv OiKTbEi; iroTe. 
HOD. 6p6at; Otagua u)oaOaTov 6bgaao v; 
KP. 6p) icupo0ovTa T6v6? TCv T ccna,iov. 70 

X(6p? Kc&To, oKtXkl & KipKmooov piat. 74 
HO. KOcd m t?CrrpacTa TOtpfOv oV RWlaKp6)l 6OVCot. 75 
KP. Pppcogtvco; v'v Oeive 8taT6pou); it6a;, 

c); oiTmtgTrl;i i TYE ToV tpycoV pap6i;. 
HO. 6gotia gopoilt yXaoo6a oo u yrip?eTal. 
KP. oi) gakOaeKicou, Tfv 6' ftfLv aitOa6iav 

6pyf; T? TpaOx)xu Ta gtf ' TtitXriaat gt. 80 
H(D. Tr?i%Ecog?v, X6) Kc)XotIv 6a, (ipXrloTp' ?XEt. 

With this order of lines, the treatment of the arms 
remains unaltered except that Hephaestus' further 
compliance is signalled now not by line 63 but by line 
72: 'I have no choice, don't keep telling me.' This is a 
perfectly good reply to the further command of lines 61- 
62, which, following as they do the series of three 
imperatives in line 58, provide a context of reiteration of 
orders which explains Hephaestus' irritated reaction. The 
fastening of the chest now falls properly into line, with 
the initial command to affix the bands (71) drawing the 
initial compliance: 'Nobody except him would criticize 
my work' (83). The note of rueful acknowledgement at 
the success of his own performance here matches the 
similar tone to be found in the two other initial express- 
ions of compliance (57, 75), and the line functions 
perfectly in this position. Next comes the further com- 
mand (64-65) with its demand for the bonds to be made 
more secure, for the chest-bands are to be reinforced by 
the horrific expedient of a wedge driven through the 
chest. After the vain laments and tergiversation of 
Hephaestus ominous threats introduce the further 
expression of compliance as in the manuscripts (69), and 
the process of shackling moves with an easy transition 
from line 70 to line 74, leaving the chest and attending 
to the legs, with which all is as before. 

This order of lines achieves, I believe, a flawless 
sequence of commands and responses. The treatment of 
each part of the body now is fully parallel. The objec- 
tionable anticlimax in the timing of the use of the wedge 
is replaced by a climactic completion of the fastening of 
the chest, with the complementary summaries of lines 
69-70 (6pat; ..... 6p( .....), so clearly expressing the 
contrasting views of the two speakers, now perfectly 
rounding off the whole episode of the chest before we 
move on to the legs. Line 72 is much better placed in 
this new position, responding to a series of commands, 
than it is in the manuscript order, where it follows the 
single command of line 71 and thus must be taken with 
much less force as a general reaction to the whole 
situation. Finally, the specification 'now' at lines 61, 64 

and 76 is concerned with the further command in 
dealing with each part of the body (although not actually 
introducing the further command as a whole at line 61) 
as if to imply that after Hephaestus has completed each 
task to a level which he thinks sufficient, he should in 
the judgement of Kratos now go on to make additions. 

Without affecting the force of the above argument, 
which yields, I believe, a text superior to that of the 
manuscripts no matter what the precise function of the 
wedge is considered to be, the proposed transposition 
may have some bearing on the question of precisely how 
Aeschylus expected his audience to understand Prometh- 
eus to be fastened. In some respects the method seems 
to be related to that dismal form of execution called 
6c7ro7o.txuravtiog6;, in which it appears that the victim 
was spread-eagled against a board, to which he was at 
least in some cases fastened by iron clamps across the 
wrists, throat and ankles; the board was then set upright 
in the ground so that the miserable sufferer died of 
exposure in agony.2 Prometheus, of course, needs to 
speak, which would be sufficient reason for his chest, 
rather than his throat, to be fastened, but it is certainly 
clear that he is, as it were, stapled to the rock by means 
of metal bands that go externally across his arms, chest 
and legs (52, 55, 71, 74, 81). However, in Prometheus 
Lyomenos Prometheus is apparently fastened by a 
number of wedges, used as nails it would seem, at a 
number of points on the body: 

Saturius me sic infixit Iuppiter, 
Iovisque numen Mulciberi adscivit manus. 
hos ille cuneos fabrica crudeli inserens 
perrupit artus; qua miser sollertia 
transverberatus castrum hoc Furiarum incolo.3 

If this passage is taken at its face value, it would 
seem that two methods of securing Prometheus are in 
question, wedges that penetrate the body as well as 
bands that clamp it. And indeed in PV there are passages 
which might imply that the prisoner is pierced; cf. 
7t6ptcaoov 61, 6taT6pou; 76, 7poocopTx6q; 141. 

2 The fundamental discussion is by A.D. Keramopoullou, 
'O 'AtxocuxCvtoYg6; (Athens 1923), who deals with PV 

from this angle on pp. 61-66. His views, as far as the mode of 
execution is concerned, are largely accepted by L. Gemet in his 
discussion of capital punishment in REG xxxvii (1924) 261-93, 
and by R.J. Bonner and G. Smith, The administration of justice 
from Homer to Aristotle ii (Chicago 1938) 279-87. 

3 
Frag. 193. 5-9, in TrGF iii, ed. S. Radt (Gottingen 1985) 

311. The fragment is discussed by H.D. Jocelyn, YCS xxiii 
(1973) 90-111, who suggests that Cicero in his translation may 
have paraphrased the Greek original with Roman crucifixion in 
mind. However, the wedge driven through the chest seems 
inescapable in PV, where the phrasing of line 65 (oTEpvcov 
6ta7tcat Ttao6taex)') certainly suggests that it is being used 
as a fastening implement; and if the chest, then perhaps the 
arms and legs too may be so secured. And indeed the plurals 
hos ... cuneos and artus seem overly emphatic for poetic 
plurals. On any interpretation the use of a wedge for the 
operation described seems odd; one might have expected a 
wedge to be used to tighten the bonds without piercing the 
body directly, but PV 65 appears to be incompatible with this 
view. Cicero, at least, must have thought the word cuneus 
applicable to a fastening implement which pierces, perhaps a 
sharp, tapering rivet with a broad blunt end, or he would hardly 
have written lines 6-8; and if so, Aeschylus may have used 
(o0fv likewise. 

155 
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None of these passages, of course, obliges one to under- stand that Prometheus is actually transfixed, although that is the natural interpretation of line 76 above all. Nailing was a method used in Roman crucifixion, and similar practices may not have been unknown to the Greeks of Aeschylus' day.4 I would suggest that the best way of reconciling the evidence for the fastening of the hero in the Prometheia is to see him as bound by semi- circular metal bands which are reinforced by nails the blunt ends of which are broad enough for the term 'wedge' to be applied to them. These wedges may either pierce the clamps and the body beneath,5 or pierce the body adjacent to the clamps. If these somewhat lugubri- ous ruminations are on the right lines, then the transpo- sition of lines proposed above makes the relationship between wedge and chest-bands intelligible: the wedge is not a single gratuitous instrument of torture, or a puzzled misinterpretation of Hesiod,6 but a horrific reinforcement of the clamp applied to the chest in conformity with the parallel treatment of arms and legs. In each case the initial command contains a reference to external bonds (55, 71, 74), while the further command implies transfixing (61, 64-65, 76). Admittedly things are much clearer with the chest, and I take this to have been selected for extended dramatization simply because of its greater potential for dramatic impact. Prometheus is an immortal, and in a play where the only human character has a cow's head one should not grumble at a certain lack of realism. A wedge through the chest would terminate a mortal's agony, but enhances that of Prometheus and foreshadows the visitations of the vulture that will rend his liver through centuries to come. I should add that in my view fastening by means of a wedge or wedges could easily be represented in the theatre without either damage to the actor or recourse to a dummy figure. 
The corruption may be explained as follows: as he copied his exemplar the scribe reached VCl)0§aT£pOi at the end of line 62. After a moment's inattention his eye returned to the page and lighted on the similar ending y£ xp6 in line 73. Thinking that that was the last thing he had written, he went straight on with line 71, thus omitting lines 72-73 which he would insert at the bottom of the page, in fact after line 70, when he discovered his omission. The finished version would then run in this order, 60, 61, 62, 71, 63-70, 72 onwards. When this manuscript came to be copied in its turn, the new scribe was faced with a disruption of the pattern of exchanges, one speaker having three consecu- tive lines at 61, 62, 71, and with a manifest break in sense between lines 70 and 72. The very easiest way to restore sense would be to make the minimum change and move the one line 71 to follow line 70; the true correction, involving the moving of two lines, would appear at this point less attractive. With the transfer of line 71 effected the manuscript order was established in what turned out to be the sole representative of the tradition.7 

M. DYSON University of Queensland 

4 Under the generalship of Xanthippus a Greek force avenged atrocities committed by a Persian governor of Sestos by pegging (6t£xasoffcA£Usav) the perpetrator alive to a board (Herodotus vii 33); the prefix perhaps implies nailing; cf. xpoXcrOat (Demosthenes xxi 105). 
5 See the illustration in E. Gerhard, Etruskische Spiegel Bd. 2 (Berlin 1845), Tafel 139, where Prometheus is apparently held by a rivet through the centre of a band fixed across his wrist. The mirror, probably of the late fourth century BC, iS sketched and discussed by K. Bapp, 'Prometheus', Roscher Lex. col. 3093, fig. 5(a), and discussed also by L. Eckhart, 'Prometheus', RE xxiii 1 (1957) coll. 712-716, who notes that the mirror is known only in Gerhard's drawing, so that precise dating is impossible. 

6 See Hesiod, Theogony, 522. The wedge is so taken by M. Griffith, Aeschylus. Prometheus Bound (Cambridge 1983) 64- 65. 
7 Examples of such an accidental dislocation compounded by a deliberate attempt at correction by transposition are hard to come by. For an instance exhibiting a degree of complexity similar to that which I suppose for PV I refer to Euripides Heraclidae 683-91, as corrected by G. Zuntz, The political plays of Euripides (Manchester 1955) l 13-14 and printed in J. Diggle, Euripidis Fabulae 1 (Oxford 1984), whose text I give: 

Io. Kai Rn p£TaAX£lV Y dXKiKlou z6(Xt1S QikotS. @e. OUK tV, & Tav, t zox Av pRn e0£V. Io. dckX' oi)v Ra%ouRai f dcp0Rov OOK §Bassssoav. @£. RtKpOV TO GOV XK@a XpoiwS QiXotS. Io. oub£iS tR' t%0pssv 7rposapJ97rssv dcv§4exa. @e. OUK tT' tV 6vEt xpauRa Ft bP<S %eP°S Io. xi 6'; ou 0evotzt K&V §p 6t a=6°G; 
ot. 0tV°tS dcv, dBBd 7Cp6a0EV auxos tV 7Cto0tS Io. zn xot R mpDK£ bpav KapEsKEDasEvov. 

683 
688 
689 
690 
687 
684 
685 
686 

691 
In the manuscripts two groups of three lines (684-686 and 688^ 690) have changed places, the error being partly explicable on mechanical grounds (e.g. homoearchon at lines 688 and 684) leading to the omission of some lines which would be later reinstated at the wrong place. However, if the scribe's eye went straight from line 683 to line 684 he would have overlooked not just three lines but four (688-687 as printed above), which would yield a line order 683, 684, 685, 686, 688, 689, 690, 687, 691. Zuntz explains the arrival of line 687 in the place where it is actually found as a subsequent deliberate transposi- tion to patch up the text produced by the accidental disturbance. If this is correct, the transposer moved line 687 in order to preserve the stichomythia, for otherwise there would be consecutive lines for the servant (686, 688) and for Iolaus (687, 691). The implied level of awareness of the stichomythic pattern on the part of the transposer resembles that which I ascribe to the would-be corrector in PV who introduced the second stage of corruption in an attempt to preserve the pattern of exchanges. Zuntz's emendation is accepted by J. Wilkins, Euripides Heraclidae (Oxford 1993). A very similar double process of corruption is posited at Euripides, IT 766-84, by J. Jackson, cf. Marginalia scaenica (Oxford 1955) 9-12 (not accepted by Diggle). For an example of a two-stage colTuption at the very simplest level in Ovid, see J. Willis, Latin textual criticism (Urbana 1972) 149. 
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